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Lecture video at above link.
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Today:
Memory

Memory
1) Forms of memory and amnesia
2) The case of the patient H.M. and the role of the 

hippocampus in memory
3) Memory test: Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning test (RAVLT)
4) Context-dependence of memories
5) Memory consolidation
6) Priming
7) Working memory and short-term memory
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Short-term memories are vulnerable (head trauma, time) but can become long-
term memories by consolidation. 
→ Especially if they have behavioral meaning (often repeated, emotional value). 
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Short-term and working memory are sometimes synonyms. Distinctive feature is that 
working memory requires active rehearsal (keeping things in mind), while short-term 
memory is passive (e.g., a name you just heard or what you had for lunch today). 
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Working memory has limited capacity: for example, around 7 digits.
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Types of Memory/Learning
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(facts, etc.)
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Patient H.M.

In 1953, 27-year old patient H.M. 
was treated for severe epilepsy.

Part of bilateral medial temporal 
cortex was excised, including 
cortex, amygdala and the anterior 
2/3 of the hippocampus.

Bear, Neuroscience
Copyright ©2016 Wolters Kluwer-all rights reserved
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Detour: Epilepsy

Electroencephalography (EEG) during a brief epileptic seizure.
Characteristic is the high-amplitude rhythmic pattern.

Epilepsy is a neurological
condition characterized by seizures 
(e.g., involuntary muscular 
contractions) and loss or changes of 
consciousness.

Repeated seizures occur in about 
0.7% of the population.

Causes can be genetic or brain 
abnormalities at birth or 
strokes/tumors etc. later in life.
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Patient H.M.

After surgery the seizures were 
reduced, but memory function was 
severely impaired:

He was not able to form new long-
term memories (anterograde 
amnesia).

He lost memories for several (possibly 
decade(s)) years before the surgery 
(retrograde amnesia).

He was - with only few exceptions - 
unable to learn new facts or words 
(impaired semantic memory).

Bear, Neuroscience
Copyright ©2016 Wolters Kluwer-all rights reserved
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Patient H.M.:
Behavioral/Cognitive Deficits

He was able to remember digits for a short time by active rehearsal (preserved 
working memory).

When learning a new skill, he improved, but did not remember the practice 
(preserved procedural learning).

One task he was tested with was mirror drawing:
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Patient H.M.

Patient H.M. (Henry Gustav Molaison) taught us the dissociation 
between declarative and non-declarative memory systems.

His case underlined the importance of the hippocampus in 
memory consolidation.

He died in 2008.
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Memory test

The Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) consists of 1 main word list A 
with 15 words that is repeated 5+2 times and an interference list B:

Trial I: List A → Recall
Trial II: List A → Recall
Trial III: List A → Recall
Trial IV: List A → Recall
Trial V: List A → Recall

Trial B: List B → Recall
Trial VI: List A → Recall
Trial VII: List A → Delayed Recall

    (after 30 min)

Recognition (“which word was on the list?”)

Normal Performance:
6-7 words

12-13 words
12-13 minus 1.5 words

Less than 1 error
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Memory test

The Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) consists of 1 main word list A 
with 15 words that is repeated 5+2 times and an interference list B:

Trial I: List A → Recall
Trial II: List A → Recall
Trial III: List A → Recall
Trial IV: List A → Recall
Trial V: List A → Recall

Trial B: List B → Recall
Trial VI: List A → Recall
Trial VII: List A → Delayed Recall

    (after 30 min)

Recognition (“which word was on the list?”)

Characteristic neuropsychological 
patterns:
Frontal lobe patients often have difficulty 
with recall but not with recognition.

Left temporal lobe patients often have 
difficulty with delayed recall.

Korsakoff patients (brain damage due to 
vitamin B1 deficiency – often associated 
with alcoholism) often show no 
improvement on the five learning trials.
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Context-dependent memory

Godden and Baddeley, British Journal of Psychology, 1975
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Mean Recall

Memory recall depends on context:
18 members of  a university diving club participated in a memory study. They had 
to learn a list of 36 words either on land (dry) or around 6-7 meters under water 
(wet). Then, a few minutes later they had to recall the list. All divers repeated the 
task in all conditions (with different lists) with a break of about 24h.

Mean recall was best when learning and recall environment were the same (Dry/ 
Dry or Wet/Wet). This suggests that unrelated context can be important for recall.
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Context-dependent memory
Alcohol intoxication

Goodwin et al., Science, 1969

Memory recall depends on state of consciousness:
48 students participated in a memory study on two consecutive days.
Some were intoxicated with alcohol (250-300 ml of vodka) on both days (AA), 
some only on the first day (AS), or second day (SA), or not at all (SS).
In a word association test they had to remember random associations of ten 
words (e.g., bus - lion).
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Context-dependent memory
Alcohol intoxication

Goodwin et al., Science, 1969

(AA): alcohol on both days; (SS): sober on both days
(AS): alcohol on first day; (SA): sober on first day

Word association performance was good when students were in the same state 
(intoxicated or sober) as on the first day (AA and SS).
This suggests that for recall, it is best to be in the same state of consciousness as 
during the encoding phase.
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Context-dependent memory
Alcohol intoxication

Goodwin et al., Science, 1969

(AA): alcohol on both days; (SS): sober on both days
(AS): alcohol on first day; (SA): sober on first day

Word association performance was good when students were in the same state 
(intoxicated or sober) as on the first day (AA and SS).
This suggests that for recall, it is best to be in the same state of consciousness as 
during the encoding phase.

If you study while drunk,
Take the test while drunk
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Context-dependent memory

Wiltgen and Silva, Learning & Memory, 2007
in Lacy and Stark, Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 2013 

In this experiment, mice were shocked only one time in Context A (a). This led to more freezing 
(mouse does not move) in Context A. However, after about 36 days, this learning has been 
generalized to Context B, such that the rate of freezing was the same in both contexts (b).

This suggests that while context is important in the beginning, learning can generalize with 
time.
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Memory in the brain:
Hippocampus (海馬 )

Bear, Neuroscience
Copyright ©2016 Wolters Kluwer-all rights reserved

When new memory traces are formed, it happens due to synaptic 
changes in a network consisting of the hippocampus and various 
areas in neocortex (a).
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Memory in the brain:
Hippocampus

According to the standard model of memory consolidation (b), the role of the hippocampus 
consists mainly of initiating the consolidation but it is not necessary after a while. This would 
explain why H.M. could preserve some of his early memories.

The multiple trace model (c) proposes that several memory traces are created always involving 
neocortex and hippocampus. Older memories might be encoded in several traces (they have 
been recalled more often) and might thus be more stable when the hippocampus is damaged.
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Encoding abstract concepts

Quiroga et al., Nature, 2005

Human medial temporal lobe recordings:
The medial temporal lobe can show striking selectivity for abstract features (here Halle 
Berry). This particular neuron (in the right anterior hippocampus) responds to different 
pictures, drawings, and the written name of Halle Berry.

Such responsiveness to an abstract concept might underlie the role of the medial 
temporal role in the consolidation of long-term semantic memories.
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Medial Temporal Lobe
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Semantic Networks

Halle Berry

Bat woman

Actress

Batcan flyBird

mammal

mouse

eats insects

Semantic networks have been proposed 
as a form  of semantic representation 
(e.g., Collins and Loftus. 1975).
If one concept is activated (e.g., by 
reading the word), close neighbors can 
be activated by spreading activation. 

Semantic priming is facilitation 
(increased speed) of word processing by 
preceding presentation of a semantically 
related word (e.g., bat → Dracula) and 
could be explained by spreading 
activation.

black

Dracula
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Priming
(implicit memory)

The Gollin Incomplete-Figure Test presents patients 
with pictures with increasing clarity (from 1 to 5). 
The first time the patient sees the images, they 
might recognize the lion when they see image 4. 
The next time they will recognize it faster, possibly 
when they see image 2 or 3.

H.M. performed normally in this task, showing 
preserved implicit memory.

This suggests that priming does not rely on normal 
medial temporal lobe function.
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Kolb and Wishaw, Fundamentals of Human Neuropsychology
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Working Memory
Working memory is the ability to 
“keep something in mind”

A typical task is delayed 
matching to sample: 
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In a classical study (Fuster, 1973), monkeys were 
shown two food wells (cue period/encoding, 7s). 
The monkey had to remember where the food 
was, it could not see the food during a delay 
period (20s). During the response period (choice 
period/recall), it could select the well to get a 
reward.
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Working Memory:
Prefrontal Cortex?

Some prefrontal cortex neurons responded to the visual stimulation from the food 
wells (right graph, a). Other prefrontal cortex neurons seemed to be involved in 
working memory: they were mainly active during delay (right, b).
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Working memory (humans)

Bear, Neuroscience
Copyright ©2016 Wolters Kluwer-all rights reserved

When humans have to perform a 
matching of either identity of a face or 
location, brain activity measured with 
PET (positron emission tomography) 
during delay depends on the type of 
task: activity for the identity task is 
more ventral (blue), activity for the 
spatial task more dorsal (red) in frontal 
cortex.

(green: overlap between the two tasks)

Courtney et al., Cerebral Cortex 1996
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Case K.F. – Deficit in Auditory Verbal 
Short-term memory

KF (30 year old male) had a severe head injury due 
to a motor cycle accident. His left parieto-occipital 
brain was damaged.

Warrington et al., Neuropsychologia, 1971

Digit span was reduced 
from normal 6-8 to 2.
This was domain-specific 
(auditory verbal). The 
patient could still form 
long-term memories 
(recognition of material, 
word-pair associations).
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Summary: Memory
- Forms of memory: 

short-term, working memory vs. long-term memory
non-declarative vs. declarative 
episodic vs. semantic

- Amnesia: retrograde vs. anterograde amnesia

- Patient H.M. underwent bilateral medial temporal lobe surgery → anterograde amnesia

- Memory test: Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning test

- Memory traces can be context-dependent (context: environment, state of consciousness). 
Memory consolidation involves synaptic changes within a network of neocortical areas 

and the hippocampus.

- Working memory tasks can be divided into encoding phase, delay, and recall. Neurons 
in prefrontal cortex active during delay phase, → role in actively upholding information?
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